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When we’re in a relationship with

someone, we try to make that person

happy (and ourselves as well obviously)

and keep life entertaining. As a human,

when we feel bored or down, we catch

up with friends, family or go to the bar to

feel lively and happy. But what about

indoor cats? Do they also feel down or

unhappy at something? Do they also

need a lot of care? Like all other

relationships, the human-cat relationship

also demands a lot of care. Do you want

to add more joy and happiness to your

daily life?  Sо, let us inspire you with

some tricks to expand your indoor cat

inspiration and make her happy! Provide

the cat with some fun and playful games

to entertain her and you’re on your way

to lead a paw-sitive life. If you’re ready

to become the best version of yourself by

proving to be the best cat parent out

there, this guide will help you do the

same!
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HOW TO MAKE 
YOUR CAT HAPPY?

All you have to do is take some cool and entertaining steps from the pet’s

perspective that can provide your purr-ty cat with an additional happiness level.

 

The first and the foremost thing that your indoor kitty may demand from you is

your time and care. Playing some entertaining games by using toys and other

equipment can catch their attraction, fulfill their desire for happiness and turn

them into a great friend. 

Love and care is the ultimate way of making your cat happy. There are two main

focused areas through which you can make your indoor cat happy. 
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR CAT

HAPPY EMOTIONALLY?

HOW TO MAKE YOUR CAT

HAPPY PHYSICALLY?
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CHAPTER 1
 

HOW TO MAKE
YOUR CAT

HAPPY
EMOTIONALLY



happyMAKE YOUR 
CAT EMOTIONALLY  

There is good news for you as your kitty is just like you, and also has some

emotions that should be handled with great care and love. She is a part of your

family and just like other family members she also demands that she have

special care and emotional attachment. Remember that she cannot ask you for

emotional happiness just like your other family member can ask; all you have to

do is understand your cat-titude meaning understanding what she wants when

she wants and where she wants. Below are some activities that can help you

bring emotional happiness to your cat’s life. 
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It’s fantastic to make your cat fur-

miliar with you through love as we

know very well that love has a unique

quality that can even turn hard stones

into soft roses. Keep in mind that your

great love and affection are the two

major tools that can keep your cat

cheerful and happy all the time. Do

you know that your indoor cats have

different emotions from wild cats,

and they need human love and

consideration for their happiness? 

So, the best way to keep your indoor

cat cheered is to simply focus on her,

cuddle her, play with her, and try to

predict her emotional demands. And

after doing so, you will be astonished

to see the results of how little care

and deep love can go a long way and

bring long-lasting happiness!

01LOVE YOUR CAT
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02KEEP YOUR PURR-TY 
CAT ENTERTAINED

Come on dear, love is not enough,

you have to do something else to

provide your cat emotional happiness

and to keep her entertained. Think

out of the box as there is a wide

range of cat toys available in the

market. We recommend looking at

well-designed and sustainable

objects that will cause your Cat no

harm, or go with a homemade version

like a Ping Pong ball, Scrunched-up

paper, or exercise wheels to add a lot

of entertainment to your cat’s life. 

Don’t forget about the Puzzle feeders

that have shrouded food in them and

can also be a great source of

entertainment for your cat and allow

you to play a food hunt game with

your cat. Sitting in front of the TV or

any other colored screen like your

mobile or tablet is also a common

habit of many indoor cats. All you

have to do is spare some time and do

different activities that can provide

real entertainment to your indoor cat.

Remember that you are the main

source of her entertainment. 
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Here is another great idea to provide

your cat with emotional happiness is

to arrange a private bed for her to

provide her with a comfy place for

resting as she loves warm

temperatures and napping. Private

beds are a great source of warmth

and comfortable napping for your

indoor cat. Lay it in a place where

she feels safe, so ideally in an

elevated spot by a source of light

and/or warmth.

03GET PRIVATE BEDS FOR
YOUR CAT
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Just imagine your life without a

partner or a good relationship? If I

am no wrong, you will have a claw-ful

life with no fun. 

04PETS 
IN PAIRS
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Fur-real the same applies with indoor

cats. I can understand that it may not

be possible for you to give your whole

day to your indoor cat, and you

cannot bring her to all the places

where you go. Fur-tunately, you can

do a lot to give her a purr-fect happy

life, try to give your indoor cat a

friend to play with. 
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05GIVE FACE TIME

Ohhh, she is not getting fur-miliar

with you and showing some attitude

to you. It means you are not giving

her proper time and attention. Let me

give you a mind-blowing idea, the

best way to make your indoor cat

happy is to give her the most valuable

thing of yours, which is your time. It

might be difficult at the start but I

know you can spare some for her. 

Make this time memorable for her by

doing multiple activities like playing,

grooming, petting, or simply hanging

out. You will see that your cat loves

you and loves spending time with you.

Undoubtedly, keeping an indoor cat is

the best way to provide her a long

and safe life, but it may not be a

happy cat until you bring some

mystery to the setting. It may take

your few hours and very little effort to

make your indoor cat happy, so get

started and keep amusing her. 
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CHAPTER 2
 

HOW TO
MAKE YOUR
INDOOR CAT

HAPPY
PHYSICALLY?



happy

You can make your indoor cat happy by simply providing her with some toys to

play with or a bed to rest. However, even your great love and affection will be

useless when your cat is not happy physically. Wait a meow-ment and try to

analyze the physical needs of your indoor cat. 

And if you are facing some problems to Purr-sue her physical happiness then this

book will provide you some purr-fect and paw-erful solutions.

MAKE YOUR 
CAT PHYSICALLY 
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01A TIRED CAT IS
A HAPPY CAT

Have you noticed before that cats try

to run randomly, and after having

several turns of running, they try to sit

at a comfortable place and love

resting? What’s the reason behind it?

Why do they want to run randomly

and lose energy? The reason is quite

interesting as the cats want to get

tired and love napping. 

You will be astonished to know that

it’s their psychological habit to

perform many activities to get tired

and find a cozy place for resting. So,

to get your indoor cat tired, you can

use moving toys that can keep her

moving all around the room or

complete the house. Lastly, you can

also take her outside with a harness

(more on that later)!
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LET YOUR CAT
GO HUNTING 02
Do you know that the cats belong to

the Felidae family that loves hunting?

They have an innate love and passion

for hunting. So, another way to make

your indoor cat happy is to fulfill her

inborn desire for hunting ; whether it’s

with an electric mouse, the famous

red laser light, a feather to fetch,

etc.... With the help of these

activities, you can keep your cat’s

mental inclination for hunting. 
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USE CATNIP 03
How did I fur-get to mention Catnip?

Yep, they are one of the best ways to

keep your indoor cat happy. Your cat

loves to inhale and rub her body with

Catnip. It is a plant that produces

natural oil called nepetalactone that

has a special impact on cats. When

your cat inhales these plants, she will

recognize it as another cat’s scent or

secretion. And when she eats or rubs

on catnip, she experiences a slight

euphoric feeling that would be both

pleasant and transient but enjoyable

to her. 

Also make sure to use catnip as early

as possible with your cats to get them

used to it. Catnip is available in two

forms: dried for filling sachets or

specially designed cat toys and spray

for misting toys or cat beds.

#HomeHack - The good news is that

you can also grow catnip plants at

your home in a pot placed in a sunny

window. 
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04
Wild cats have a great tendency and

a love for climbing. They love

climbing while searching for food or

high places when hungry or

frightened. Your indoor cat is not that

different and she has the same

tendency for climbing. To give your

kitty a climbing opportunity you do

not have to take her to the forest as a

cat tree (good news is that SØDE

Design has an awesome looking one

for you!) is a tested out way for your

cat to satisfy its climbing desire. You

will see that a little addition of trees

will increase your indoor Cat’s

happiness by a lot.
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LET YOUR 
CAT CLIMB
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05
Sur-purr-singly, it can seem

impossible and be the topic of

amusing YouTube videos, though it's

important to teach your cat to walk

on a string, and this is the best and

responsible way if you want to get

your cat outside for a walk. But you

have to make a little effort to train

her and to make her litter-ate. 

TAKE HER FOR 
A WALK 

The best way to teach your indoor cat

to walk on a string is to begin from

the early months when it is a kitten,

but with great focus and regular

practice, even older cats can also be

trained. Initially, you can start by

harnessing your cat when it is at

home and overtime add a leash then

finally take her for an outdoor walk.

Do not try to pull on the leash. Start

with short outdoor distances and

progressively raise the duration of

your walks as your cat becomes more

accustomed to them. 
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CATIO
ANYONE? 06
Your kitty also needs fresh air and

natural ventilation and by installing a

"catio" is another chance to offer

your cat more natural ventilation. Do

you know what the Catio is? A catio

is a closed enclosure that you can

place in your garden, on your porch,

or on your balcony to allow your cat

to spend some time outdoor without

needing to hold it on a string.

Consider it a cat's crib or the feline

equivalent of an outside dog track. 
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07A ROOM WITH A
VIEW PLEASE

Whatever the dimensions or layout of

your house, your indoor cat has some

great qualities and she will be aware

of all its areas of interests within a

few days. You can take advantage of

it by simply adding up to the visual

stimulation of your indoor cat by

placing a bird feeder outside a

window, that will become your Cat’s

favourite TV. 

However, keep in mind that the

outside view you are providing to your

indoor Cat may not be favorable for

your cat. For example, suppose your

backyard or lawn is attracting more

cats from the neighboring houses or

areas, then it is quite possible that

your cat may get irritated. So keep on

blocking other feline wandering

visitors. 
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08
Understanding your cat’s habits is the

best way to make her happy. By

providing your indoor cat with a

scratching tower, you can add a lot

of happiness and joy to her life as the

cats have a natural tendency towards

scratching. The best way is to provide

her with vertical or horizontal

scratching surfaces in different

places in the house. It’s important you

position them in areas where there’s

traffic in the house. If the cat is not

using them, try to move them to

another spot until they get used.

SØDE Design will offer you a variety

of very cool looking Scratching

surfaces that your Cat won’t get

bored of!
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PROVIDE THE
CAT WITH
SCRATCHING
MAT/TOWERS
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SET UP A
COMFY HIDING
SPACE FOR
YOUR CAT 09
Even though your cat is living with you

from its childhood and you may have

seen your cat wants or loves to hide

at different places of your home. So,

make some comfortable spots at your

home that your cat may use to hide

from outsiders. With the help of this

activity, you can add great happiness

to your cat’s life. 
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Enclosed Beds

Huts in cat condo suites

Boxes

Empty drawers

Cabinets

Cat burrows

HIDING SPOT IDEA:
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10
Let’s clarify one point, your cat is not

affected by vertigo. High spots have

several uses for cats. They can use these

places to secure themselves from any

threats and use them to monitor the area.

Wild cats have several places and

opportunities to climb and secure

themselves. Un-fur-tunately your indoor

cat has a different setting in life. She also

wants to climb, but due to the non-

availability of high places, she may not be

able to do so. Now, it’s up to you thow

you can amuse your cat by providing her

with artificial high places at home. By

doing so, you can teach a sense of safety

and happiness in your indoor cat. Try to

build more than two or three spots that

can provide multiple hiding spots to your

indoor cat.
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CATS LOVE 
HIGH SPOTS
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Provide multiple spots for climbing 

Huts two-fold as resting zones and

concealing spots

Mostly indoor cats also use the

timer as a scratching sport as well 

Try to train your cat to play with

you while climbing or to hide in

the cut timber. 
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11PURIFIED AIRS

Keep in mind my dear, like other living

beings; your indoor cat also loves to

breathe in the purified air, critical for

their happy and long life. Mostly, the

indoor cats use to sit in the specified

areas for them, but it’s your

responsibility to take her out and

provide her with fresh air that can

soothe her internal system and lungs.

Therefore, provide your cat a healthy

and clean environment along with

fresh air so that your cat will have a

happy and long life. 
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CHAPTER 3
 

HOW CAN 
I SAY

WHETHER MY
CAT IS

HAPPY? 



happyIS MY CAT

Meow, you are investing a lot of time and doing many activities to make your cat

happy, but how could you realize that your indoor is enjoying what you are

doing? Indoor cats are just like your family member, and being her parents, you

have to figure out whether your cat is enjoying her life at your home or not. Keep

in mind that every cat has her own character that needs to be analyzed and

handled accordingly! Like your other family members, your cat can also express

how they feel, but their communication mood will be non-verbal. Instead, they

can use vocal signs and use different parts of their bodies to show how they are

feeling and what they are feeling. 
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Your cat can express her feeling through vocal signs. For example, she

will express her joy through some meaningful vocals. The pitch of their

howl will suggest to you how they are feeling. All you need is to

understand the vocals that your cat tries to produce in different

conditions. 

A shrill yowl of your cat will let you know that your cat is feeling joyful,

while a low-pitched howl may demonstrate a downhearted or irritated

cat. When the cat makes a purring sound, this will demonstrate your cat's

happiness but also it’s a possibility that she is anxious, though... Look at

the rest of her body to see if she’s fully relaxed.

While murmuring isn't generally a definite fire indication of a cat,

generally, it very well may be a sign of cat happiness or even ecstasy. 

VOCAL SIGNS
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Another gesture that can give you a positive vibe that your cat is feeling

happy is his / her health. They show happiness by keeping themselves

prepped. When a cat is happy, she may lick other cats or their owners.

This act of licking also shows their trust and positive relationship. 

A HEALTHY APPEARANCE
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If your cat is sitting in such a position that her paws are tucked under

their body, then this is the sign that they feel easy and are in a

comfortable state. When a cat feels distressed or irritated, she will erect

her hair, spine and erect their legs as well. A cat that feels happiness will

position her tail straight up with simply the tip moving all around. This

movement of the tail is a strong gesture of strong welcome and

happiness. 

A CASUAL STANCE 
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Your cat's eyes are extremely expressive. Unexpected expansion of the

eyes demonstrates they are incredibly glad. Likewise, a cat is in a

cheerful spot when its ears are looking ahead but shifted back somewhat. 

EYES AND EARS 
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A solid hunger is a marvelous indication of a glad cat. Your kitty may ask

you for food by scouring around your legs and yowling, driving you to their

bowl. Cats are very sensitive creatures, and you have to think a lot and

have to prepare yourself to treat your indoor cat with great care. When a

cat is happy with your behavior, she will produce a decent craving that

shows happiness and trust. 

A DECENT CRAVING 
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Cats love to play, and when your indoor cat starts playing with you or the

toys provided by you, they will show an incredible sign of satisfaction. 

PLAYFUL BEHAVIOR
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I NSTAGRAM FACEBOOK

CEO Søde Design

We hope that with this e-book, you're holding the keys to your Cat’s

happiness and you will build a stronger and long-lasting way to her

heart! By Meow, you should have understood all the subtleties to

become the most paw-some Cat Parent you can be! At the end of

the day, the winning combo is time, love, and care.

CONCLUSION

JOIN THE FURR-MIDABLE 
PARTY ON SOCIAL!

Carøle 
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